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Fashion Week Jewels 
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F
rom July 1 to 5, the French capital welcomed some of 

the finest jewelry on the international market. Although 
it is now more difficult to define specific trends because 

everything is available, we must recognize that large colorful 

pieces are always in great demand by affluent customers 
who appreciate original and unique pieces.

The brands showcased many amazing pieces, featur-

ing rare and very high quality gemstones. Among the 

most exciting presentations was Chanel’s “Coroman-

del” at the Grand Palais, Cartier’s “Coloratura” at 

Shangri-La, Boucheron’s “Nature Triomphante” and 

Van Cleef & Arpels’ “Les Contes de Grimm.” Yet, 

the prize for the most unusual and refreshing col-

lection undeniably went to Chaumet’s collection 

that celebrated—for the first time in its history—
sub-Saharan Africa in an incredibly daring opus 

where Dinka (South Sudan), Masai and Nyan-

gatom (Ethiopia) jewels have been reinterpreted 

with great success. They were certainly the most  

remarkable success of Fashion Week.

Colored Diamonds 
While fancy colored diamonds never have lost their ap-

peal, they were even more numerous this year. A 3.04-carat 

green diamond was seen at London jeweler David Morris, 

while De Beers showcased a 2.29-carat fancy light green. 

Pink diamonds as well as yellow diamonds were very much 

in evidence. Van Cleef & Arpels used a number of yellow 

diamonds, including one weighing 2.51 carats, and David 

Morris featured an incredible 17.03-carat stone. Yellows 

were also seen at Piaget (a 4.27-carat fancy vivid) and at 

Anna Hu. The Reza brand also dazzled with its remarkably 

set marquise cuts in an ultra contemporary design. 

But it was at the British company De Beers where the 

most beautiful stones were displayed. This year again, the 

brand highlighted rough colored diamonds, mixing intense 

colors with colorless diamonds.
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1. Papillon  ite old rin  it  ite and in  diamonds and a ct mar ise c t diamond                 
       Anna  
2. Panache Mystérieux cli  eat rin   old  diamonds and colored sa ires  an Clee   Ar els  

 A star sa ire rooc  it  sa ires and diamonds in  old  Cind  C ao
 lo er rin  in nat ral etals  it  a center o  ello  diamonds  in titani m  o c eron
 Sous la Lune nec lace  a in  oma e to t e ni t  it  e ro s o  dee  l e rmese sa ire  

      eads  ct  oldin  a endant eat rin  a ct Colom ian emerald ca oc on  
      s rro nded  ite diamonds and emerads   an Clee   Ar els

 an le made it  Colom ian emeralds and ite diamonds in  ite old  a id orris
 Papillon  ello  old rin  it  a ct trian lar c t anc  ello oran e diamond  Anna 
 in  in  rose old it  a ct rincess c t reen diamond s rro nded  in  diamonds       

     a id orris
9. Vulcan earrin s in  old it  ro  and olis ed colored and ite diamonds  e eers

  old old rin  eat rin  t o mar ise c t diamonds colorless   ct  ello   ct  accented       
      it  in  and oran e diamonds  e a
11. Victoire earrin s in  old  diamonds and ello  rose c t diamonds  an Clee   Ar els
12. Sun Vibrations  ite old rin  it  ct ello  diamond center accented  ite and ello     
       diamonds  ia et



Organic Gem Materials
As the previous issue of InColor magazine pointed out 

in its section on organic gemstones, jewelers do not tire of  

using pearls, mother-of-pearl, wood, feathers and coral.

Thus, while Boucheron boldly used mother-of-pearl in 

marquetry mixing it with onyx and malachite, it was the use 

of a real flower’s petals that was the hit of show. Thanks to 
medical imaging techniques, the brand was able to scan real 

flowers for 3D prototyping in order to re-create them in tita-

nium and gold. This collection is made possible by the col-

laboration of Boucheron with a petals artist who contributed 

her expertise in the stabilization and preservation of natural 

elements. This collection is a spectacular tribute to the flow-

ers of our childhood and—in a way—to the craftsmen of the 

French and Swiss Alps whose specialty is to keep real Edel-

weiss flowers in lockets.
Pearls were in evidence at Chanel, where they are a time-

less signature of the brand. Large ebony bracelets were 

seen at Chaumet, which mixed the dark wood with gold 

and gemstones in luminous colors. At Piaget 

and Chopard, feathers still adorned graphic 

cuffs or bold necklaces. Nelly Saunier, the 

feather artist who collaborated with 

these two brands, brings modernity to 

these pieces. 

Finally, coral illuminated several 

pieces by Cartier, Van Cleef & Arpels 

and Anna Hu.

13. Nuage de Fleurs nec lace it  a ct c s ion c t in  to rmaline          
      mot er o earl and diamonds in  rose old  o c eron

 lo er rin  in nat ral etals  it  a ct o al ad aradsc a sa ire     
      and lac  s inels  in  titani m and rose old  o c eron

 Orienphonie atc  in  ite old  it   coral eads  ct             
      on  rilliant c t diamonds it  a art  mo ement   Cartier

 Évocation Florale rin  in  ite old  ello  old  emerald and 
      diamonds  C anel

 Golden Sunlight  old c  eat rin  diamonds  old lea  and eat er         
      mar etr   ell  a nier ia et

 in  in  in  old  set it  t ree s arloa  r ellites  ct  
      malac ite  and ro nd tsa orite arnets  C a met
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Dramatic Emeralds
Beryls were present in many collections with remark-

able morganites, for example, at Cartier, but emeralds were  

absolutely everywhere. Sometimes blue-tinged, sometimes 

warmer as with Colombian varieties, these coveted green 

gems were majestic in all designs. 

Beads at David Morris and Cartier with its “Chromopho-

nia” necklace, in particular, which showcased 199.02 carats 

of Afghan emeralds of the most beautiful color. Buccellati 

used them in pear shapes for its lace earrings typical of the 

brand’s refined creations. Others used emeralds mainly as 
center stones where they almost steal the show from the 

other gems. Van Cleef & Arpels showcased a 10.41-carat 

Brazilian stone and a 29.44-carat Colombian cabochon. 

Chanel’s “Evocation Florale” ring featured an incredible em-

erald, while David Morris made a bit hit with its flexible “pir-
ouette” bracelet presenting 42.34 carats of emerald, all certi-

fied by the Gübelin Gem Lab as being of Colombian origin. 
Piaget took a 1970s joyous touch, combining emeralds with 

engraved gold.

Australian Opals and More
High-end jewelry is nothing without color, and the brands 

have long understood that it is necessary to dazzle buyers 

with rare colors, thrilling stories and mythical ori-

gins. Among the trends this year, in addition to 

the mostly Colombian emeralds, Van Cleef 

& Arpels’ new opal collection featured only 

black Australian opals—with the exception 

of a beautiful Ethiopian cabochon. David 

Morris, Tasaki and Cartier all put the  

focus on the famous gems of Light-

ing Ridge. We must also mention 

that garnets and spinels remain in 

the core collections of many 

brands. Sources such as 

Nigeria, Mozambique, Ke-

nya and Tanzania are the 

top sources for these high 

quality stones. Among the 

more unusual choices was a 

pink opal shown at Chaumet, 

star sapphires and rubies at Cindy 

Chao and incredible rhodonites and fire opal 
at Cartier. A festival of color was skillfully orchestrated in the 

“Millefiora” ring of Mellerio, which celebrated Italy and the 
islands of Lake Maggiore.
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19. Swing rin  it  diamonds and a ct Colom ian emerald  e a
20. Chromaphonia nec lace in  old   aro e emerald eads rom            
      A anistan  ct  s inel eads  andarin arnet eads  t r oise            
      on  rose c t diamonds and rilliant c t diamonds  Cartier
21. Évocation Florale rin  in  ite old  s inel and diamonds  C anel  

 rooc  in in  o al  it   old  sa ires  tan anites and mint 
      to rmalines  C a met
23. Synestia  old racelet it  a ct c s ion c t reen to rmaline       
      reen arnet and andarin arnet eads  Cartier
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The Creative Narrative of Jewelry
Finally, there are always those jewels that cannot really be 

classified. Different yet exciting, on-trend, but nonetheless 
unclassifiable. Among the names that fit perfectly into this 
section is the celebration of black by Lorenz Baumer, and 

the good humor of Suzanne Syz whose whimsical jewels 

never cease to be appreciated. 

Finally, Lydia Courteille presented two collections: “Pro-

Creation,” evoking the theme of the egg and “Okavango,” 

dedicated to the eponymous African delta that offers animals 

a world of lush life. These very different approaches neces-

sarily bring welcome diversity to high jewelry.

This week of high fashion and high jewelry kept its promise 

of exciting new jewels and activities. Between parties, din-

ners and select presentations, the brands proved that they 

don’t lack imagination and that they can continue to retain 

their customers by offering not only major works, but also 

more easily wearable pieces. During Fashion Week, Paris 

was definitely a city of mesmerizing fairy tales.ages are cour-

tesy of the brands featured.

 in  and earrin s in  lac ened old  eat rin  arnets  
eridots and colored sa ires  oren  a mer

 Millefiora rin  in  in  old it  sa ires  arnets and 
diamonds   ellerio  

 Dentelle Organza rin  in  old it  in  sa ires and 
ot er ems  ior  

 Pro-Creation rin  in  old it  ello  sa ires and 
diamonds  dia Co rteille      
28. Shop Til’ You Drop earrin s eat rin  enamel and reen 
to rmaline  anne  
29. Okavango rin  in  old  as er  ematite  sa ires and 
diamonds  dia Co rteille
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